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Abstract

Zinc and some of its alloys have a number of characteristics that make it well suited for use as a protective coating against
the corrosion of steel substrates under severe atmospheric conditions. The metal of zinc, which represents the main
galvanization element offer then a cathodic protection to the ferrous materials. Because of these excellent characteristics,
galvanization coatings are expected to be used for different protective applications fields. The objective of this work is to
study the influence of the nature of steel substrate on the microstructure and the hardness of the intermetallic compounds.
The steels used as the substrate are employed in agriculture field as tubes and irrigation elements in pivot. After an optimal
preparation of the surface of the substrate by an appropriate roughness process, the steels specimen were immersed in a
molten zinc bath maintained at 450°C. The chemical reactions which take place between the steel and the liquid zinc give
rise to the formation of the  and  intermetallic compounds and the -Fe/Zn solid solution. The structure of coating was
identified by X ray diffraction. The morphology and thickness of phases formed the coatings at different parameters took
place with optical microscope. Finally the hardness of coatings was measured with a Vickers hardness tester.
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1. Introduction

The use of zinc galvanization coatings deposited onto steel is
one of the most important commercial processing techniques
employed to protect steel components exposed to severe
corrosive environments. From a technological point of view, the
principle of galvanizing has remained unchanged since such
coatings are employed over 200 years ago [1-9]. The Zn
protective coating structure consists of intermetallic Fe–Zn
compound layers, which have been identified as different phases
coated by an outer layer rich in Zn. The gamma phase which
appears as a layer located close to the steel material, is only seen
when the immersion time is relatively long. Delta and zeta
phases are immediately seen and present an important thickness.
The eta phase is the outermost phase found on these coatings,
and it is basically made of pure zinc, and formed on the surface
at the moment of the coating solidification.

However, these intermetallic layers which composed of Γ, δ and
ζ phases are developed in accord with a Fe-Zn binary phase
diagram [3-7]. The main objective of this work is to study the
influence of the nature of steel on the structure, morphology,
thickness and hardness of the different layers taking place into
the hot-dip galvanizing coating. The hot-dip galvanizing
coatings were obtained at the constant temperature of 450°C
during immersion time of 30 minutes. The microstructure of the
coating was analysed by X-Ray diffraction jointly to optical
observations. The kinetic growth of the different layers is
characterized by a power law connecting the layer thickness and
the bath immersion time. The hardness of the coating is studied
by classical Vickers microindentation.

2. Iron-zinc phase formation

When iron is immersed in molten zinc at the typical galvanizing
temperatures and according to the Fe-Zn system, Horstmann
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[1,7] proposed that the following layers should form: zinc
saturated -iron, -phase layer, -phase layer, -phase layer and
-phase layer. Fe-Zn phase diagram which modified at several
times, has been the subject of a number of research papers [1,2].
Zinc rich corner of this binary phase diagram is presented in
Figure 1.

According to the phase diagram part and at low temperature
treatment, double layers of gamma   (-Fe5Zn21 and -Fe3Zn10)
phases can form at the interface between the iron and the delta
-phase layer. Between 550 and 665C, only the gamma ()
phase layer is stable along with the constant thickness delta (-
FeZn10) phase layer. Above 665C, the delta () phase layer is no
longer stable and only a gamma () phase layer forms. Since
there is no evidence for flaking of the gamma () phase layer,
this layer probably grows in the linear region just as it grows in
both the lower parabolic and upper parabolic regions [6].

Fig.1. Zinc Rich Corner of the Fe-Zn Binary Phase Diagram [2]

The zeta phase (-FeZn13) has an iron content of approximately
5-6 wt% [2]. This phase is formed from the peritectic reaction
between the delta () phase and eta () phase which present a
liquid of zinc contained iron solute. -Zn phase which present a
solid solution at lower iron concentration is not represented in
this system. The phases and characteristics of intermetallic
compounds found in the diagram of Fe-Zn are outlined in tab. 1

Table 1.  Fe-Zn Phase Characteristics

Phase Formula structure HVN
- Fe Fe(Zn) BCC 104

 Fe3Zn10 BCC 336[2]

1 Fe5Zn21 FCC 505[2]

k FeZn7 Hexagonal 280-258 [10]

p FeZn10 200 [10]

 FeZn13 Monoclinic 140[2],

-Zn (Fe)Zn HCP 52 [2] ,

The primary phases formed during time immersion galvanizing
are gamma (), delta (), zeta () and eta (). The  phase
appears as a layer located close to the base material, and it is

only seen when the immersion time is relatively long.  On the
other hand,  and  phases are immediately seen between the
inner and outer layer. The phase of δ present two superposed
layers (δk and δp) witch present a same physical characteristics
but different at point of view metallographic structure.

The phase of δk compact and palisade δp present respectively a
thin continuous strip film side Γ and a thicker strip microcrack
side ζ. Adjacent to the delta () phase layer, the zeta () phase
grows in a columnar morphology that is super-saturated in Fe.
The zeta () phase has two layers depending upon the
supersaturation of Fe in the melt.  The  phase is the outer most
phases found on these coatings, and it is basically made of pure
zinc, and formed on the surface at the moment of the coating
solidification.

3. Materials experimental results

The materials constituting the substrates are a low-carbon steels
with the chemical composition containing were indicated in
table 1. This various steel submitted to galvanizing were used in
agriculture as tube and a watering pivot. Prior to the
galvanization, the steel samples were initially prepared by
following three distinct steeps. These specimens of three steel
have identical surface and three thickness of 5, 10 and 20 mm
were initially degreased, picked in an aqueous solution
containing 16 % of H2SO4 and fluxed in an aqueous solution
containing ZnCl2 and 2NH4Cl. Finally, the samples were dipped
into the galvanizing bath containing the chemical composition
of 0.40 %Cd, 1.4 %Pb, 0.05 %Fe, 0.08 %Cu, 4.5 %Al and Zn in
balance. The molten zinc was heated in furnace by using an
electric resistance. During the immersion time of 30 min, the
coating was carried out in the galvanizing bath at the
temperature of about 450 °C. The control of bath temperature
was ensured by a thermocouple. The samples were then
quenched immediately in water upon removal from the bath in
order to preserve the structure existing at the end of the
galvanizing reaction.

Table 2.  Chemical Composition of Steels Substrates

Element C Si Mn Mo Ni Al

S1 0.20 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.07

S2 0.17 0.02 0. 05 0.07 0.01 0.01

S3 0.10 0.02 0.70 0.13 0.01 0.06

The structure of the coatings is analyzed by Y-Ray diffraction
using a Inel diffractometer with a monochromatic Co(Kα)
radiation. The observation of the microstructure is performed on
a cross-section of the galvanized samples which have been
previously cut and mounted in Bakelite resin. Afterwards, the
samples are polished up to 0.2 µm alumina emulsion. The
specimens were then etched in the Nital solution saturated with
2 % of nitric acid. The observations were made by means of a
Nikon optical microscopy. The thickness of the different
galvanization layers formed on the steel substrate was measured
by optical microscopy. Hardness was determined using a Leco
microhardness tester with a Vickers indenter. At least three
indentation experiments were performed at each indentation
load in order to obtain a representative hardness value. The
hardness-depth profile along a cross section was obtained by
applying the indentation load of 25 g.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Morphology and microstructure.

X-Ray Diffraction spectra of the galvanized coatings obtained
on three steels of substrates after bath immersion time of 30 min
were shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. X-ray Diffraction Spectra of Galvanization Coating
Obtained on three steels S1, S2 and S3

In this figure, the XRD measurements reveal the presence of -
Zn,  -FeZn13 and -FeZn7 phases. According to the
galvanization conditions employed in this work, the phases of ,
, and  were presented in high proportion as revealed by their
picks witch have a considerable intensity of diffraction. The
inner phase of  is detectible by XRD in three samples as a
negligible pick of diffraction.

Figure 3 shows the typical microstructures of the coating
obtained on three different steel after immersion time of 30 min.
The phase of - Fe3Zn10 appears as a black line in a very thin
layer with a planar interface between the steel substrate and the
delta-phase.

Figure 3.  Optical micrographs of the Coatings Obtained on Two
Steels S1 and S3

The -phase presents a columnar morphology as a result of a
preferred growth perpendicular to the interface in a direction
along the basal plan of the coating structure. The phase of 
witch has two distinct zones k and p placed between the phases
of  and . Adjacent to the delta (k) phase layer, -FeZn13 phase
appears and grows in a columnar morphology. Continued
growth of these inter layers occurs rather than the formation of
new outer layer of -Zn phase is formed. According to the nature
of phases, the coating thickness of each layer obtained on three
different steels substrate, as well as the whole coating thickness,
are collected in Table 2.

Table 2. Thickness of the Different Phases of Coating

Phase ( µm) S1 S2 S3

 15 15 15
 20 20 30
 20 25 30

Coating 55 60 75
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As shown in Figure 4, the galvanization coating obtained on the
steel type of S1, S2 and S3 is varied.  This variation of thickness
can be explained by the chemical composition of steels. We
notice that the manganese element play an important role in the
increase of the coating galvanization.

Fig.4. Variation of Thickness of Coating Galvanized Obtained on
Three Steels S1, S2 and S3

4.2 Hardness

In order to study the hardness of galvanization coatings, we
perform first Vickers indentation for a load of 0.25N and at least
three indentations using a LECO microhardness tester.  To
determine the evolution of intrinsic hardness from coating and
substrate, a hardness profile has been applied. A series of
microhardness indentations at  load of  0.25 N was performed on
polished sections of three specimen galvanized.

Hardness profiles obtained for the galvanized samples are shown
in Figure 5. For three chosen type of steel substrate, it is shown
that the profile hardness present different zones. For the first
zone corresponding to the steel substrate, no hardness variation
was found after different treatment time. The hardness reaches
maximum values corresponding to delta phase. This properties
was successively decreased and take respectively  the values
corresponding  to zeta and eta phases.

Figure 5. Hardness Depth-Profile Obtained on the Cross-Sections
of the Coatings Obtained on Three Steels S1, S2 and S3

5. Conclusion

The coatings of galvanization were used as treatment to improve
chemical and mechanical properties of steels. The coating
obtained on different type steels present heterogeneous layer of
,  and - phase. It was found, that the formation of - phase
was detected by XRD for tree samples as low pick of diffraction.
Relative to this last phase, the other phases of ,  and  present
an important thickness.
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